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FM takes part in Iraq 
reconstruction meet
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DT News Network
Kuwait City

The Kingdom of Bahrain has 
continuously supported the 

Republic of Iraq in its fight against 
Daesh and in building the new Iraq, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Shaikh 
Khalid bin Ahmed bin Mohammed 
Al Khalifa said yesterday. 

Participating at the Kuwait 
International Conference for 
Reconstruction of Iraq here, the 
minister  stressed the continuation 
of the Kingdom’s support for all 
measures aimed at reinforcing 
Iraq’s security and stability and 
preserving its sovereignty and 
independence. 

Shaikh Khalid expressed 
his appreciation to the Amir of 
Kuwait, His Highness Shaikh Sabah 
Al-Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah for 
extending an invitation to him to 
participate, and for his initiative 

to host the conference. He noted 
that this is not new to HH the 
Amir, nor to the State of Kuwait, 
which hosted several conferences 
of donors and provided support 

to Arab countries, expressing hope 
that the conference will succeed 
in achieving positive results. The 
Minister of Foreign Affairs pointed 
out that Bahrain has been keen to 

contribute to empowering the Iraqi 
government to build the capacity of 
its institutions through providing 
the necessary facilities in Bahrain 
to train and qualify 4,000 Iraqi civil 
defence cadres.  Bahrain has also 
provided training for Iraqi health 
technicians in the Public Health 
Laboratory and accepted Iraqi 
technicians to study and train in 
the field of medical devices in the 
Kingdom, he added.

The Minister stated that Bahrain 
has participated actively since the 
first day of the formation of the 
Global Coalition to Fight Daesh 
and was the place from which the 
first strike planes of the coalition 
against Deash were launched. 
He added that it also played a 
prominent role in combating 
the financing of Daesh and held 
several international conferences to 
combat the financing of terrorism.

40,000 homes need to 
be built in Mosul alone
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Of the money 
needed, Iraqi 

officials estimate 
that $17 billion alone 
needs to go toward 
rebuilding homes, 
the biggest single line 
item offered Monday, 
on the first day of 
meetings. The United 
Nations estimates 
40,000 homes need 
to be rebuilt in 
Mosul alone. The war 
against the Islamic 
State displaced more 
than 5 million people 
in Iraq, only half of 
whom have returned 
to their hometowns.
However, officials 
acknowledge a feeling 
of fatigue from 
international donors, 
especially after the 
wars in Iraq and Syria 
sparked the biggest 
mass migration 
since World War II. 
Iraq also is OPEC’s 

s e c o n d - l a r g e s t 
crude producer and 
home to the world’s 
fifth-largest known 
reserves, though It 
has struggled to pay 
international firms 
running them.

The U.S. alone 
spent $60 billion over 
nine years — some 
$15 million a day — to 
rebuild Iraq. Around 
$25 billion went 
to Iraq’s military, 
which disintegrated 
during the lightning 
2014 offensive of the 
Islamic State. 

The U.S. has offered 
an over $3 billion 
package for Iraq from 
the Export-Import 
Bank of the United 
States. 

The package will be 
structured so that the 
initial amount could 
rise to as much as $5 
billion over several 
years.  -AP

Tillerson: Mideast peace 
plan ‘fairly  well advanced’
Amman

The United States’ work on 
a new Middle East peace 

plan is “fairly well advanced”, 
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson 
said yesterday, though he 
provided no details on an 
initiative which comes amid 
deep Palestinian scepticism 
about U.S. intentions.

Tillerson, who was speaking 
during a visit to Jordan to 
sign a five-year $6.4 billion 
aid package that extends 
U.S. support to a key Arab 
ally, said President Donald 
Trump would decide when to 
announce the peace plan.

The United States 
infuriated even its Arab allies 
in December when Trump 
recognized Jerusalem as the 
capital of Israel and initiated 
the move of the U.S. embassy 
from Tel Aviv. Palestinian 
President Mahmoud Abbas 
said he would not cooperate 
with the United States in its 
efforts as a mediator.

“I have seen the 
(administration’s peace) plan... 
It’s been under development 
for a number of months. I have 
consulted with them on the 
plan, identified areas that we 
feel need further work. I will 
say it’s fairly well advanced...” 
Tillerson said.

There has been little detail 
on the plan so far. Officials 
told Reuters in December 
it would deal with all major 
issues, including Jerusalem, 
borders, security, the future of 
Jewish settlements on occupied 

land and the fate of Palestinian 
refugees, and would also urge 
Saudi Arabia and other Gulf 
states to provide significant 
financial support to the 
Palestinians.

The plan is being crafted by 
a team led by Jared Kushner, 
Trump’s son-in-law and senior 
adviser, and U.S. Middle East 
envoy Jason Greenblatt, both 
of whom have traveled to key 
regional capitals since the 
Trump administration came 
to office.Palestinians have 
grown increasingly concerned 
that any plan Trump unveils 
will shortchange them, a fear 
exacerbated by his move on 
Jerusalem, which upended 
decades of U.S. policy that the 
status of the ancient city must 

be decided in negotiations.
Jerusalem is home to sites 
holy to Muslims, Jews and 
Christians.

Jordanian King Abdullah’s 
Hashemite dynasty is the 
custodian of the Muslim 
holy sites, making Amman 
particularly sensitive to any 
changes of status there. The 
king has warned that Trump’s 
decision could undermine 
stability and fuel radicalism.

Jordanian foreign minister 
Ayman al-Safadi reiterated 
yesterday that a two-state 
solution to the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict was the 
“only solution we believe can 
work”. 

The Trump administration 
has said it would back a two-
state solution if the parties 
agreed to it. Trump had 
threatened to cut off financial 
aid to countries that backed 
a U.N. resolution calling for 
Washington to reverse its 
Jerusalem decision. Jordan 
backed the resolution.-Reuters
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